
GASCalc™ 5.0 Property Table Summary

The following briefly describes the items contained in the various property tables provided with the GASCalc
5.0 software. A full description and reference for the source documents is listed within the individual tables
for each item contained in the table.

Table Name Description

Compressor Tables

compressor.cpf Contains all supported compressor types.

empty.cpf An empty table suitable for adding compressors to create a new table.

Excess Flow Valve Tables

efv.epf Contains all supported excess flow valve devices.

empty.epf An empty table suitable for adding devices to create a new table.

efv_dresser.epf Contains various supported excess flow valve devices manufactured
by Dresser.

efv_lyall.epf Contains various supported excess flow valve devices manufactured
by RW Lyall.

efv_perfection.epf Contains various supported excess flow valve devices manufactured
by Elster-Perfection.

efv_umac.epf Contains various supported excess flow valve devices manufactured
by UMAC/GasBreaker.

And various supporting efv data tables. EFV data tables end with a “.efv” file name extension.

Fitting Tables

fitting.fpf Contains all supported fitting types.

empty.fpf An empty table suitable for adding fittings to create a new table.

fitting_crane_fittings.fpf Contains various generic pipe fittings with equivalent length values
calculated by methods described in the Crane 410 technical
publication.

fitting_crane_valves.fpf Contains various generic valves with equivalent length values
calculated by methods described in the Crane 410 technical
publication.

fitting_efv_dresser.fpf Contains various efv devices/fittings manufactured by Dresser.

fitting_efv_lyall.fpf Contains various efv devices/fittings manufactured by RW Lyall.

fitting_efv_perfection.fpf Contains various efv devices/fittings manufactured by
Elster/Perfection.
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fitting_efv_umac.fpf Contains various efv devices/fittings manufactured by
UMAC/GasBreaker.

fitting_fittings.fpf Contains various generic pipe fittings from various sources.

fitting_mueller_tees.fpf Contains various tapping tees manufactured by Muller.

fitting_mueller_valves.fpf Contains various valves manufactured by Muller.

fitting_pe_pt.fpf Contains various plastic punch tees. Values taken from a publication
provided by Uponor.

fitting_gc40.fpf A GASCalc 5.0 compatible version of the fittings contained in the
GASCalc 4.0 fittings property table.

Meter Tables

meter.mpf Contains all supported meter sizes, types, and models.

empty.mpf An empty table suitable for adding meters to create a new table.

meter_american_rotary.mpf Contains various rotary type meters manufactured by American
Meter.

meter_american_turbine.mpf Contains various turbine type meters manufactured by American
Meter.

meter_dresser.mpf Contains various rotary type meters manufactured by Dresser.

meter_elster_american.mpf Contains various diaphragm type meters manufactured by Elster-
American Meter.

meter_generic.mpf Contains various generically rated diaphragm meters.

meter_itron.mpf Contains various diaphragm type meters manufactured by Itron.

meter_rockwell.mpf Contains various diaphragm type meters manufactured by Rockwell.

meter_rockwell_turbine.mpf Contains various turbine type meters manufactured by Rockwell.

meter_romet.mpf Contains various rotary type meters manufactured by Romet.

meter_sensus.mpf Contains various diaphragm type meters manufactured by Sensus.

Pipe Tables

pipe.ppf Contains all supported pipe sizes and types.

empty.ppf An empty table suitable for adding pipes to create a new table.

pipe_copper.ppf Contains various copper tubing pipe sizes expressed in inches.
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pipe_gc40.ppf A GASCalc 5.0 compatible version of the pipe items contained in the
GASCalc 4.0 pipe property table.

pipe_hdpe.ppf Contains various high density polyethylene pipe sizes expressed in
inches.

pipe_mdpe.ppf Contains various medium density polyethylene pipe sizes expressed
in inches.

pipe_mm_pl2.ppf Contains various polyethylene pipe sizes expressed in millimeters.
Dimensions taken from the T/SP/PL/2 document.

pipe_mm_td3.ppf Contains various polyethylene pipe sizes expressed in millimeters.
Dimensions taken from the IGE/TD/3: Edition 3: 1992 document.

pipe_pa11.ppf Contains various polyamide 11 pipe sizes expressed in inches.

pipe_ss.ppf Contains various stainless steel pipe sizes expressed in inches.

pipe_steel.ppf Contains various carbon steel pipe sizes expressed in inches.

Regulator Tables

regulator.rpf Contains all supported regulator sizes and types.

empty.rpf An empty table suitable for adding regulators to create a new table.

regulator_american_2000.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 2000
regulators.

regulator_american_afv.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model Axial Flow
Valve style regulators.

regulator_american_rfv.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model Radial
Flow Valve style regulators.

regulator_fisher_99.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 99
regulators.

regulator_fisher_133.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 133
regulators.

regulator_fisher_133h.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 133 high
pressure regulators.

regulator_fisher_133l.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 133 low
pressure regulators.

regulator_fisher_166.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 166
regulators.
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regulator_fisher_298ek.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 298EK
regulators.

regulator_fisher_298k&kb.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 298K and
298KB regulators.

regulator_fisher_299.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 299
regulators.

regulator_fisher_299h.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 299H
regulators.

regulator_fisher_310a.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 310A
regulators.

regulator_fisher_399a.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 399A
regulators.

regulator_fisher_620.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 620
regulators.

regulator_fisher_621.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 621
regulators.

regulator_fisher_627.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 627
regulators.

regulator_fisher_627h.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 627H
regulators.

regulator_fisher_627m.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 627M
regulators.

regulator_fisher_627r.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 627R
regulators.

regulator_fisher_630_factor.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 630
regulators. Contains Cg and C1 values for both operating and failed
modes.

regulator_fisher_630_table.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 630
regulators. Contains Cg and C1 values for failed mode and regulator
table assignments for operating mode.

regulator_fisher_630_hp.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 630 high
pressure regulators. Contains Cg and C1 values for failed mode and
regulator table assignments for operating mode.
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regulator_fisher_630_lp.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 630 low
pressure regulators. Contains Cg and C1 values for failed mode and
regulator table assignments for operating mode.

regulator_fisher_657a.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher series A body
valves with model 657 controller.

regulator_fisher_657ac.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher series AC body
valves with model 657 controller.

regulator_fisher_657d.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher series D body
valves with model 657 controller.

regulator_fisher_657ed.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher series ED body
valves with model 657 controller.

regulator_fisher_657ek.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher series EK body
valves with model 657 controller.

regulator_fisher_657es.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher series ES body
valves with model 657 controller.

regulator_fisher_657et.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher series ET body
valves with model 657 controller.

regulator_fisher_657ez.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher series EZ body
valves with model 657 controller.

regulator_fisher_1098egr.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 1098EGR
regulators.

regulator_fisher_8500.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 8500
control valve.

regulator_fisher_8560.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 8560
control valve.

regulator_fisher_cp400.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model CP400
regulators.

regulator_fisher_cs400.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model CS400
regulators.

regulator_fisher_cs800.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model CS800
regulators.

regulator_fisher_cs820.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model CS820
regulators.
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regulator_fisher_ezh_2005.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model EZH
regulators. Values contained in this table were taken from a document
published in 2005.

regulator_fisher_ezh_2011.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model EZH
regulators. Values contained in this table were taken from a document
published in 2011.

regulator_fisher_ezr_2001.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model EZR
regulators. Values contained in this table were taken from a document
published in 2001.

regulator_fisher_ezr_2012.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model EZR
regulators. Values contained in this table were taken from a document
published in 2012.

regulator_fisher_s200.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model S200
regulators.

regulator_fisher_s201p2.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model S200P2
regulators.

regulator_fisher_s202.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model S202
regulators.

regulator_fisher_s202h.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model S202H
regulators.

regulator_fisher_s251c.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model S251C
regulators.

regulator_fisher_s300.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model S300
regulators.

regulator_fisher_v100.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model V100
control valve.

regulator_fisher_v200.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model V200
control valve.

regulator_gc40.rpf A GASCalc 5.0 compatible version of the regulators contained in the
GASCalc 4.0 regulator property table.

regulator_grove.rpf Contains various models of Grove regulators.

regulator_itron_b31.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Itron model B31
regulators.
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regulator_itron_b34.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Itron model B34
regulators.

regulator_itron_b42.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Itron model B42
regulators.

regulator_itron_b531.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Itron model B531
regulators.

regulator_itron_b838.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Itron model B838
regulators.

regulator_itron_cl34.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Itron model CL34
regulators.

regulator_itron_cl38.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Itron model CL38
regulators.

regulator_itron_cl838.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Itron model CL838
regulators.

regulator_mooney_fg_1998.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Mooney Flow Grid
model regulators. Values contained in this table were taken from a
document published in 1998.

regulator_mooney_fg_2010.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Mooney Flow Grid
model regulators. Values contained in this table were taken from a
document published in 2010.

regulator_mooney_fm.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Mooney Flow Max
model regulators. 

regulator_pietro_fiorentini_
dival.rpf

Contains various sizes and configurations of Pietro Fiorentini Dival
model regulators.

regulator_pietro_fiorentini_
norval.rpf

Contains various sizes and configurations of Pietro Fiorentini Norval
model regulators.

regulator_pietro_fiorentini_
reflux.rpf

Contains various sizes and configurations of Pietro Fiorentini Reflux
model regulators.

regulator_rockwell.rpf Contains various models of Rockwell regulators.

regulator_sensus_243.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Sensus model 243
regulators.

regulator_sensus_243rpc.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Sensus model 243RPC
regulators.
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regulator_sensus_441_57s.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Sensus model 441-57S
regulators.

regulator_sensus_441_s.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Sensus model 441-S
regulators.

regulator_sensus_441_x57.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Sensus model 441-X57
regulators.

regulator_sensus_461_57s.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Sensus model 461-57S
regulators.

regulator_sensus_461_s.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Sensus model 461-S
regulators.

regulator_sensus_461_x57.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Sensus model 461-X57
regulators.

regulator_sprague_cl34.rpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Sprague model CL34
regulators.

And various supporting regulator sizing data tables. Regulator sizing tables end with a “.rtb” file name
extension.

Relief Valve Tables

relief.lpf Contains all supported relief valve models.

empty.lpf An empty table suitable for adding relief valves to create a new table.

relief_american.lpf Contains various relief valve models manufactured by American
Meter.

relief_andersongreenwood.lpf Contains various relief valve models manufactured by Anderson
Greenwood.

relief_crosby_jb.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Crosby model JB relief
valves.

relief_crosby_jos.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Crosby model JOS relief
valves.

relief_fisher_63eg.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 63EG
relief valves.

relief_fisher_63f.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 63F relief
valves.

relief_fisher_282.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 282 relief
valves.
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relief_fisher_289h.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 289H
relief valves. Valve factors from unknown source.

relief_fisher_289h_rev2.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 289H
relief valves. Valve factors calculated from sizing graph.

relief_fisher_289p.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 289P relief
valves.

relief_fisher_399a.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 399A
relief valves.

relief_fisher_414.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 414 relief
valves.

relief_fisher_1098.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 1098 relief
valves.

relief_fisher_1805.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 1805 relief
valves.

relief_fisher_1808.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model 1808 relief
valves.

relief_fisher_ezr.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model EZR relief
valves.

relief_fisher_h203.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of Fisher model H203
relief valves.

relief_gc40.fpf A GASCalc 5.0 compatible version of the relief valves contained in
the GASCalc 4.0 relief valve property table.

relief_generic.lpf Contains various sizes and configurations of generically rated relief
valves.

relief_mercer.lpf Contains various relief valve models manufactured by Mercer.

relief_mooney.lpf Contains various relief valve models manufactured by Mooney
Controls.

relief_rockwell.lpf Contains various relief valve models manufactured by Rockwell.

relief_sensus.lpf Contains various relief valve models manufactured by Sensus.

relief_taylorvalve.lpf Contains various relief valve models manufactured by Taylor Valve.
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Valve Tables

valve.vpf Contains all supported valve models.

empty.vpf An empty table suitable for adding valves to create a new table.

valve_crane.vpf Contains various generic valve sizes and types based on the Crane
410 technical publication.

valve_gc40.fpf A GASCalc 5.0 compatible version of the valves contained in the
GASCalc 4.0 valve property table.

valve_rockwell.vpf Contains various relief valve models manufactured by Rockwell.

Well Tables

well.wpf Contains all supported well values.

empty.wpf An empty table suitable for adding wells to create a new table.
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The tables can be revised or modified to meet specific User requirements. The various tables can be
combined to create new custom comprehensive tables.

The “empty” tables contain a single empty record that can be used as the basis create new tables. The
“empty” tables are locked so that they cannot be directly changed. To create a new table using an “empty”
table:

! Select the Edit Property Tables menu item from the Utilities menu list. The property table editor
screen will appear.

! Select the data tab for the type of table that you want to create.

! Select the Open icon.

! Select the Save icon and save the empty table to a new filename.

! Use the Add or Insert icons as appropriate to add new records to the
 table.

! Select the Save icon to save the changes.

! If you want the new table to be the “current” table (the one used by the calculations)
select the Set As Current icon.
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